Policing
From about 1960-1991, the US and Europe both
experienced an increased crime rate, though the two places
pursued different policing and incarceration strategies.
Starting in 1991, the US’s crime rate declined fairly sharply,
as indicated below. A 2015 study concludes, “We do not
know with precision what caused the crime decline, but the
growth in incarceration
played only a minor role,
and now has a negligible
impact.” In other
words, crime rates have
risen and fallen on their
own accord, despite the
draconian efforts by police
departments.
The “holy grail” mode of
policing is “community
policing,” where officers
live in the community
they protect and know
the people who live
there. This is, to a
greater or lesser extent,
the way white, more
affluent communities are
policed. Responding to
higher crime rates in the 1970’s and ‘80’s, however, police
departments adopted more aggressive broken windows
policing in poor neighborhoods of color, and “solving crimes
became secondary.” (The national “clearance rate” for
solving homicides today is 64.1%, down from over 90% fifty
years ago.)

This shift created two related sets of problems. First, “broken
windows” set up a confrontational dynamic between police
and poor, minority communities. (And, as it turns out,
“minority” is a more important factor than “poor”; welloff black people get stopped more often than poor white
people.) In theory, broken windows could perhaps be
implemented without racial
overtones and without
escalating tension. In
practice, when so much
behavior is considered
“disorderly” and grounds
for a stop, a search, and
likely an arrest, policecommunity relations
inevitably go sour.
The ironic counterpart to
racialized broken windows
policing is that people of
color are more likely to
be victims of crimes than
white people80 — and yet
police don’t provide them
the protection they need.
They are “overpoliced
for the small stuff and
underpoliced for the important stuff.” 81 This both further
reduces the community’s trust in police and makes it more
likely that individuals will take the law into their own
hands—either in the context of gangs or not—with the result
of still more violence. A vicious cycle forms, which police can
use to further justify their stereotypes of people of color as
dangerous and criminal.
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The effects of this sort of over-policing ripple out to entire
cities. In addition to the person stopped by the police,
each arrest affects a wide circle of people, including family
members, community members, and onlookers. One out of
28 American children has
a parent behind bars; in the
black community the figure is
one in nine.82 These children
grow up without one parent,
within a family financially
and emotionally stressed as a
result of the missing family
members. “Depopulated
and destabilized” 83
neighborhoods suffer
from the imprisonment
or premature deaths of
a generation of young
people (mostly men, some
women)84. The resulting
discrepancy may affect
family structures in the black
community, according to
some research.85 Consider
also the reputation such a
neighborhood gets in the
city and the disincentive for
economic investment that might
help break the vicious cycle.
Modes of police training contribute to this situation. Police
trainees learn to see threats all around them.86 This is
especially true when officers find themselves patrolling
“dangerous” neighborhoods, where they have been instructed

to crack down on broken windows. Alternative training
that created less of a hair-trigger, or more restrictive rules
about probable cause, might lead to less confrontation, but
the current combination has created the explosive mix that
we have seen combust in
Ferguson, Baltimore, and other
cities. A few departments have
begun investing in training on
de-escalation (Seattle) and
mental health (Phoenix, for a
specialized team)88, but such
reforms are not sufficiently
widespread.
Compounding the issues in
the training of police officers,
our society increasingly resorts
to police as the main way of
responding to an ever-greater
number of social issues. The
Baltimore Sun Editorial Board
commented on this in the
wake of Freddie Gray’s death:
Baltimore police officers are not
bad people, but they are put in
an untenable position. They are
sent to clean up communities like
Sandtown-Winchester, where
decades of social and economic
devastation have left the drug trade as the only viable option for
many, and their actions only make it more difficult for the people
who live there to find legitimate jobs. The cycle self-perpetuates,
and resentment builds until it blows over in a case like this one.89
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Another analyst comments, “[Police] are primarily
equipped with the tools of arrest and physical coercion,
which can be incredibly
counterproductive when
dealing with a person in
crisis.” 90 Situations that
call for social workers,
educators, nurses, or other
kinds of professionals to
intervene get handled
by police because that’s
who’s available. Once
police are primed to
respond with force, there
is greater potential for
any given encounter
to turn violent. Social
psychologists have shown
that the militarization of
police forces, as discussed
on p. 31, contributes to
violence—through the
“weapon effect,” where the
presence of violent stimuli
cause people to respond
more violently; through
masks and face shields that
make it harder for a police
officer to try to resolve a situation peacefully; and through
the police’s own feeling of anonymity, which increases the
bounds of what they will do.91 The statistics below document
the high rates of police-involved violence in our society.

What can be done to increase oversight of police and to
change policing practices? One popular position calls for
officers to wear body
cameras. This will be an
important step. We will
also need to institute
accountability measures to
ensure access to the film
after an incident. Many
reformers have also called
for the investigation and
prosecution of police
violence by independent
prosecutors not attached
to the District or State’s
Attorney’s office. Since
DA’s rely on police to
do their jobs (and, often,
for support in reelection
bids92), it is not surprising
to find DA’s hesitant to
“turn on” the rank and file.
(For more on prosecutors,
see p. 48).

Receding Crime
Rates
From 1991-2015:
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Traffic Stops
R5.#)(1#65&%5,#0,-5,5igz5'),5&#%&35.)55*/&&5)0,5."(51"#.-:5)(5-.)**65."35,5'),5."(5.1#5-5&#%&35
to be subject to police searches. They are nearly twice as likely not to be given any reason for the traffic stop.95
R55-*,.5-./35 )/-5)(5),."5,)&#(5 )/(5-#'#&,5,-/&.-651#."5."55#-)0,35.".5&%5,#0,-51,5'),5
likely to be stopped in situations where police officers have more discretion—seatbelts, vehicle registration, and equipment—
whereas whites are more likely to be stopped for speeding or running red lights.96
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Arrest Rates

Other Police Misconduct

According to a USA Today analysis:

The CATO Institute’s 2010 National Police Misconduct
Report found:

R5.5&-.5g6kng5).",5*)&#5*,.'(.-5,)--5."55,,-.5
black people at rates even more skewed than in Ferguson.
R5.5&-.5mf5*,.'(.-A#(5&&5,!#)(-5) 5."5)/(.,35
arrest black people at a rate 10 times higher than people who
are not black.
R5(&35gmi5) 5."5i6kin5*)&#5*,.'(.-52'#(5,,-.5
black people at a rate equal to or lower than other racial groups.

Police Shootings
1. We don’t have good official federal data on police
shootings. The volunteer-managed database Fatal Encounters
(www.fatalencounters.org), drawn from news reports,
recorded about 1,100 police related murders in 2014.98
2. According to such non-federal databases, since 2013,
blacks are three times more likely to be killed by police than
whites, on a per-capita basis.99
3. When looking just at youth aged 15-19 (this time from the
federal data), the disparity jumps significantly: black teenagers
are 21 times more likely to be killed by police than whites.100
4. In 1985, the Supreme Court ruled that police could only use
deadly force if the suspects posed a threat to the officer or others.
555R5,)'5gonf5.)5gonj65^)Ń,5/(,5..%_51-5&#-.5-5."
cause for 33% of deadly shootings.
555R5,)'5hffk5.)5hffo65^)Ń,5/(,5..%_51-5#.5#(
62% of police killings.101
555R5 .5-'-5&#%&35.".5."5#(,-5#-5().5/5.)5,'.#&&3
different crime profiles, particularly as the national crime
rate has dropped, but to a change in police reporting.
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1. 4,861 “unique reports” of police misconduct involving
6,613 law enforcement officers and 6,826 victims.
2. Police agencies spent $346,512,800 in civil judgments,
settlements, and fees.
3. Top three offenses:
555R52--#05 ),95hi8nz
555R52/&5'#-)(/.95o8iz
555R5Ļ .I ,/I,),395m8hz

Further Reading
“I’m a black ex-cop, and this is the real truth about race and
policing,” by Reddit Hudson, Vox, May 28, 2015:
http://www.vox.com/2015/5/28/8661977/race-police-officer

Sample Partner Organizations
ACLU’s Campaign for local, state and federal laws outlawing
racial police profiling: https://www.aclu.org
National Coalition of Law Enforcement Officers for Justice,
Reform, and Accountability:
https://www.facebook.com/ncleoj
Chicago Cop Watch
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THERE IS WIDE AGREEMENT, FROM MANY ANGLES,
THAT THE PROBLEM LIES WITH THE SYSTEM RATHER
THAN WITH INDIVIDUAL “BAD APPLES.”
Police Chief

Journalist
“A reform that begins with the officer on the beat is
not reform at all. It’s avoidance. It’s a continuance
of the American preference for considering the
actions of bad individuals, as opposed to the
function and intention of systems.”
- Ta-Nehisi Coates103

Fixing this system will not be accomplished by
investigating and charging bad cops or criminals
after the fact. It can only be fixed by looking at how
police are trained and led. My analysis is that it is the
system that needs fixing and we are fooling ourselves
if we look at these incidents singularly and not as a
collective example of things gone terribly wrong and
in need of immediate repair.
- Former Madison, WI police chief David Couper104

Protesters
“Indict, convict, send the killer cops to jail!
The whole damn system is guilty as hell!”

Academic
I think it’s not just about individuals.
That’s where this conversation has been
for much of the last century. It’s been
about cleaning house in a particular
department, identifying rotten apples, and
saying, “Now that’s we’ve removed those
individuals, everything’s going to be ok.”
- Professor Khalil Gibran Muhammad,
director of the New York Public Library’s
Schomburg Center for Research in
Black Culture105
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